We are glad to inform you that Italmatch Chemicals has contributed to support local Spoleto Art and Culture with a donation of a work of art to the Permanent Collection of Contemporary Art of Palazzo Collicola Museum located in the same town.

It deals with the sculpture created by a local famous artist Cristina MMR Bonucci and dedicated to the important Asian Architect Kengo Kuma.

“It’s a pleasure for Italmatch Chemicals to be part of Spoleto Community for all their different needs and in all shapes, supporting arts and culture, sport and education for a sustainable development in synergy with the industrial growth – states Maurizio Turci, CFO Corporate Affairs e HR Director – The sculpture is an important symbol and it celebrates the friendship between Italy and Japan.”

About the sculpture:

The work of art represents a place for the soul into which you can peer into the different phases of the day: sunrise, sunset and night.